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1

Introduction
This manual is intended as a guide to Betradar’s new betting bookmaker platform, known as
Ctrl (Control). The main features of the system are described herein, focus is on the day to
day features and the main configurations that a user will need to get maximum value from the
system.

Ctrl will eventually fully take over from betradar.com, but users should note that there is a
transition period, where both platforms will be available.

2

Ctrl Overview

There are several main sections of the new system that allow the user to manage their betting
offer in detail. Some are particularly useful for pre-match such as Monitoring, Alerts, Archive,
Settlements and Statistics whereas others are mainly relevant for live betting, such as the Live
Booking Calendar and Live Data Client. The Config section will be used for both.

When the user logs in to ctrl.betradar.com they will be brought automatically to the Monitoring
overview, this is the main screen where the day to day use of Ctrl takes place. There are 2 views
to Monitor matches: firstly, the monitoring overview provides a high-level look at all the current
events and their ‘headline’ details, including main markets and a quick comparison against
nominated main competitors. By clicking on an individual event, the user can explore that event’s
Match Up view. This provides full details of the event and its markets, along with a full comparison
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with a nominated wider market, from here the user can also adjust their own odds whenever and
wherever they see fit. Any event or market can be quickly suspended and market keys can be
instantly modified. Besides, it is also possible to Monitor outrights from its dedicated section.

The Alerts section provides a centralized location where all events with an active alert can be
reviewed and addressed to minimize the bookmaker’s potential for exposure. A new event ‘alert
score’ has been developed to provide the bookmaker with a way to prioritize and categorize
multiple events across different sports with active alerts.
The Archive provides a historical database of all events and each event’s markets from the past,
including specific information regarding the market status and odds changes. Thus, it is possible
to quickly browse changes made to a previous event, the source of the change and which user
performed the change. Additionally, the market settlement information for the markets that have
been offered can be found.
The Settlements section of Ctrl combines both options to settle the markets (either manual or
automatically) and the archive of historical odds. This allows the user to either settle the markets
manually by themselves, not depending on when Betradar settlements are sent, and also to
modify, void or cancel settlements if needed.
In the Config the user can set up Ctrl with a much greater level of specificity ever afforded by any
prior system. The settings for the pre-match (including Outrights) and live betting offer can be
defined, which will determine which sports and tournaments should be activated, which betting
markets will be offered for each of those tournaments and what margins (oddskeys) will be applied
to the odds within each market, among other things. Dynamic odds key templates can be
configured to be used on as granular as match specific level, and specific bookmakers can be
selected and awarded a weighting to count towards market averages and wider comparison
across all of Ctrl.
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By clicking on the Statistics, the user accesses Betradar’s Statistics Centre, with information
about all the sports that are covered.
There are some other very useful sections such as the Help section and others related to the inplay offer management, such as the Live Data Client and the Live Booking Calendar.
The Help section contains a series of tutorial videos that should help to learn more about Ctrl, its
features and how to use and set them up. These should help to find more information about
specific sections of the Ctrl interface. It also contains a direct link to download the latest version
of this manual that you are reading now as well as a link to the Inside Ctrl blog
(www.insidectrl.com), where the latest news about Ctrl are published. The customer can equally
find information on the Ctrl development roadmap in the blog, meaning that latest features and
improvements
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The Status of the Unified Odds Feed can also be accessed from the Help section. From here the
user can check real time updates on the status of the feed as well as any scheduled maintenance.
If the user is experiencing any problems this would be the first place to consult rather than going
through our support channels.
We highly recommend to subscribe to this page to make sure no important updates on systems
related to Ctrl and the Unified Odds Feed are missed.

The Live Data Client is a tool that allows the user to find real time data about the live events
covered by our scouts and track what is happening during such events. This can be done while
the event is taking place or once it has already happened, in order to check any data that might
be of interest.
The Live Booking Calendar allows the user to see which Live Events Betradar has on offer every
day, and makes it possible to book them in order to receive the relevant data about them.
Additionally, a ‘Betradar Legacy Button’ can be found, where all sections from the old
betradar.com interface can be accessed. A SSO (Single Sign On) concept is used, so the user
will just be redirected to any section of the old betradar.com interface that might be of interest.
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This will progressively become less and less necessary, but it has been done in order to allow the
user to find all relevant information that he might have been using in the past in the other interface
without losing any details.

2.1

Odds Format

The user can now choose and switch between odds formats. This feature can be found by clicking
into their own user icon at the top right corner of the screen where a drop down will appear. The
user can then choose between EU and US odds format. Changing the format here changes how
odds are displayed, but the odds provided in the feed remain in decimal format.

3
3.1

Configuration
Unified Odds Feed

Betradar Ctrl works in conjunction with Betradar’s Unified Odds Feed, a faster and lighter data
feed that combines several odds producers (such as pre-match odds, live odds, odds for virtuals,
player markets…). The Unified Odds Feed settings in the Config section allow the user to
download technical documentation related to the Unified Odds Feed. The Unified Odds Feed
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access token settings allow the user to generate new additional access tokens and manage the
existing ones. The user can also check the IPs that have been whitelisted in order to access the
Unified Odds Feed.

3.2

Feed Options Pre-match

In this section, it is possible to find several different options with regards to the data that is sent
through the feed. For example, the voiding rules for the goal scorer markets in soccer (for first,
anytime and last goal scorers), options for how to handle same outcomes for different markets or
whether or not to include the probability distribution of the different markets offered together with
the odds. An explanation of each option can be found by clicking into the ‘?’ icon (green box).

Please be aware that some of the options in this section might need some prior changes in the
user’s side in order to work properly (apart from enabling them in the Ctrl interface). For example,
when using the ‘Other’ outcome for outrights, it would be needed to implement the outright version
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as a Specifier in the UOF, in order to distinguish what is included in ‘others’ at any time. Similarly,
the option to include variations in the Goal scorer markets, it would be necessary to include
versioning and make a certain mapping depending on the option that is selected. This will always
be described in the technical documents for the integration of the Unified Odds Feed.

3.3

Feed Options Live

In this section the user can setup several parameters regarding Live Odds, such as the odds
rounding and harmonization rules, the dynamic key option and others that are specific for each
sport.

Odds harmonization across related selections: Although Betradar calculates the same
probabilities for the same events in different markets (e.g. "correct score 0:0", "under 0.5 goals"
and "next goal: none") this might result in slightly different odds for these events due to the way
the key is applied. If desired you can still force to have the same odds for these events choosing
between the options to harmonize via downgrading, upgrading or taking the average of the odds.
Please understand that forcing same odds for same events will overwrite your desired key and
might
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Example:
Next goal probabilities: home: 0.40; none: 0.40; away: 0.20; desired key 115
Total 0.5 probabilities: over: 0.60; under: 0.40; desired key 108
In this case, it would be possible to choose from the following options:
- Accept differences in odds: same events might have slightly different odds in different markets
home: 2.200; none: 2.200; away: 4.190; key=115
over: 1.56 under: 2.270; key=108
- Force same lowest: the lowest odds from the same events will be kept and applied across
both markets
home: 2.200; none: 2.200; away: 4.190; key=115
over: 1.56 under: 2.200; key=109.5
- Force same average: the average odds from the same events will be calculated and applied
across both markets
home: 2.200; none: 2.235; away: 4.190; key=114.1
over: 1.56 under: 2.235; key=108.8
- Force same highest: the highest odds from the same events will be kept and applied across
both markets
home: 2.200; none: 2.270; away: 4.190; key=113.4
over: 1.56 under: 2.270; key=108

Odds rounding: there are different rounding rules for the Live Odds to choose from
-

Betradar rounding: Odds will be sent with 2 decimal places. Each price will be rounded
independently according to the following rules:
[1.010 - 1.100] round to closest 0.01
[1.100 - 1.145] round to closest 0.02
[1.145 - 1.155] round to 1.15
[1.155 - 1.235] round to closest 0.02
[1.235 - 5.000] round to closest 0.05
[5.000 - 20.00] round to closest 0.25
[20 - +] round to closest 1.00
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-

Betradar low key: Odds will be sent with 2 decimal places. Each price will be rounded
independently according to the following rules:
[1.000 - 2.000] round to closest 0.01
[2.000 - 3.000] round to closest 0.02
[3.000 - 4.000] round to closest 0.05
[4.000 - 6.000] round to closest 0.10
[6.000 - 10.00] round to closest 0.20
[10.00 - 20.00] round to closest 0.50
[20.00 - 30.00] round to closest 1.00
[30.00 - 50.00] round to closest 2.00
[50.00 - 100.0] round to closest 5.00
[100.0 - 1000] round to closest 10.00
[1000 - +] round to closest 50.00

-

Betradar medium key: Odds will be sent with 2 decimal places. Each price will be
rounded independently according to the following rules:
[1.000 - 1.100] round to closest 0.01
[1.100 - 1.145] round to closest 0.02
[1.145 - 1.155] round to 1.15
[1.155 - 1.220] round to closest 0.02
[1.220 - 1.235] round to 1.22
[1.235 - 1.260] round to 1.25
[1.260 - 1.285] round to 1.27
[1.285 - 1.310] round to 1.30
[1.310 - 1.330] round to 1.32
[1.330 - 1.360] round to 1.35
[1.360 - 1.385] round to 1.37
[1.385 - 1.410] round to 1.40
[1.410 - 1.430] round to 1.42
[1.430 - 1.460] round to 1.45
[1.460 - 1.485] round to 1.47
[1.485 - 1.510] round to 1.50
[1.510 - 1.535] round to 1.52
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[1.535 - 1.560] round to 1.55
[1.560 - 1.585] round to 1.57
[1.585 - 5.000] round to closest 0.05
[5.000 - 6.000] round to closest 0.10
[6.000 - 10.00] round to closest 0.25
[10.00 - 20.00] round to closest 0.50
[20.00 - 35.00] round to closest 1.00
[35.00 - 100.0] round to closest 5.00
[100.0 - 200.0] round to closest 10.0
[200.0 - 500.0] round to closest 25.0
[500.0 - 1000] round to closest 50.0
[1000 - +] round to closest 250

-

Betradar high key: Odds will be sent with 2 decimal places. Each price will be rounded
independently according to the following rules:
[1.000 - 1.080] round to closest 0.01
[1.080 - 1.110] round to closest 0.02
[1.110 - 1.135] round to 1.12
[1.135 - 1.160] round to 1.15
[1.160 - 1.185] round to 1.17
[1.185 - 1.200] round to 1.20
[1.200 - 2.000] round to closest 0.05
[2.000 - 3.000] round to closest 0.10
[3.000 - 5.000] round to closest 0.25
[5.000 - 10.00] round to closest 0.50
[10.00 - 16.00] round to closest 1.00
[16.00 - 22.00] round to closest 2.00
[22.00 - 50.00] round to closest 5.00
[50.00 - 100.0] round to closest 25.0
[100.0 - 300.0] round to closest 50.0
[300.0 - 1000] round to closest 100
[1000 - +] round to closest 250
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-

2 digits: Odds will be sent with 2 decimal places. Each price will be rounded
independently (e.g. 1.01, 1.02, ..., 99.99, ...)

-

5 digits: Odds will be sent with 5 decimal places. Each price will be rounded
independently (e.g. 1.00001, 1.00255, ..., 99.12345, ...)

Action on Minimum offer: when the min offer value is reached, it is possible to select whether
the specific outcome with low odds deactivated (deactivate odds field) or the whole market to be
suspended (deactivate odds type)
Dynamic key on active selections: if enabled, this option will dynamically adjust the margin as
the amount of outcomes for a market is reduced.
Markets with more outcomes tend to have a higher key. During live-trading some outcomes might
become impossible. You can set this configuration to let the desired key decline dynamically in
these cases to stay competitive with your odds. The key declines linear towards 1.10 for two
outcomes remaining. This functionality will never increase your key, though. The exact formula
applied here is as follows:
key_new = desiredKey - (desiredKey -1.1) / (#outcomesPre - 2) * (#outcomesPre #outcomesIngame)

Example:
Tennis - Final Result (in sets - best of 5); Number of outcomes: 6; Desired key: 1.20
Current score: 6:3, 4:6, 2:6, 2:1
Since only the outcomes "3:2", "2:3", "1:3" remain, your odds are adjusted towards key 1.125
instead of original key 1.2.
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3.4

Users

When the Users option in the config section is viewed one will see a list of all users registered to
this account along with their details and role. From this screen you can make a user active/inactive
by checking or unchecking the box, when a username is active the box will be colored green.

The ‘new user’ button allows to create a new user by inserting a username, role and email
address.

There are different 5 roles available; the table below describes the parameters of each:
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User type

Abilities

Junior Trader

Can visualize monitoring and alert sections, but is not able to modify odds

Trader

Can visualize monitoring and alert sections and will be able to modify odds

Senior Trader

Same as the trader but also able to assign a different template to a match

www.betradar.com

Head Trader

Full access- including config section and ability to add users and edit roles

Technical

Full access- including config section and ability to add users and edit roles

After those 3 fields have been filled in and saved, a random (temporary) password will be
generated. Please hover over the box and make a note of that password in order to forward it to
the new user.
Once this user logs in for the first time, a window will come up so the last few details can be
entered (name and surname, rest not required) and type and confirm his new (permanent)
password.
It is important to note that only one single user can utilize one single user account at any one
time. One bookmaker may create multiple different users (as above) who can log in
simultaneously. However, if a second user logs concurrently on the same user account as the
first, the first user’s session will no longer be active.
In case a certain user does not remember the password in order to access Ctrl, these can be
solved by clicking on the ‘forgot password?’ button on the ctrl.betradar.com screen or,
alternatively, it would be possible to establish a new password if another user who has either
Head Trader or Technical role accesses the account, goes to Config > Users and selects the user
profile that where the new password needs to be stablished. After entering it twice (for
confirmation) and saving the changes, the user who forgot the password should now be able to
access Ctrl with the new one that has just been set.

3.5

Ladders

There are 2 different types of ladders in Ctrl: The Single Odds Ladders and the Permissible Pairs
Ladders.
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3.5.1

Single Odds Ladders

These ladders allow you to select the increments at which you will be able to make real time odds
modifications in markets that are set to ‘controllable’. These ladders operate in a ‘smart’ fashion
i.e. the shorter the odds being modified the smaller the increments available are.

There are currently several different ladders available to choose from. The ladders all vary slightly
in terms of odds capping and odds increments and will therefore have an effect on the user’s
overall rounding. Besides, it is also possible to upload your own odds values as ladders in Ctrl
without having to request help.
In order to create your own ladder, click on the 3 dots in Config > Ladders to select the option to
“Add New Ladder”. You can create a new ladder from the scratch, by manually entering the
values, or by copying a list over from your own spreadsheet (i.e. Excel), into the window.
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It is also possible to create a new ladder by starting from an existing one, much like you can do
with Templates. So, this gives you the possibility to effectively edit any existing ladders.

3.5.2

Permissible Pairs Ladders

The Permissible Pairs Ladders are available for the configuration of markets with 2 outcomes,
both in Prematch and Live Odds. There is a list of predefined ladders that it is possible to choose
from, and those can be viewed in the area shown below. In case additional ladders are needed,
those can be created after requesting them to our Support team.
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3.5.3

Note regarding US odds

To use Ctrl in US format and get these odds sent on the feed, we provide predefined US odds ladders.
The values are stored in decimal odds in our system, but it converts the decimals to US format odds
in the Ctrl interfaces.
In case you would like to have your own customized ladder, it is possible to send this via Support in
xls format and it will be uploaded to your account.
The sequence of actions for converting to US odds looks as follows:
1. Decimal odds are calculated in fair odds key
2. Fair decimal odds are converted to odds key-applied odds
3. These “keyed” decimal odds values are converted to US odds
4. US odds are converted to rounded US ladder odds
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5. Odds harmonization is applied
Please note: In order to achieve accurate odds values, the number of decimals you provide is vital.
We recommend 8 digits or more behind the comma. The feed is able to provide this, but you should
make sure your system can also handle the number of digits accordingly.

3.6

Bookmaker List

The bookmaker list allows the user to create a specific and prioritized set of bookmakers, usually
the most relevant competition, to be used in the monitoring section for comparison and market
average calculation purposes. A bookmaker list can be configured on the global, category, or
even tournament level. This allows for nuanced comparison from sport to sport or tournament to
tournament. On each bookmaker list the user can assign each individual bookmaker a weight out
of 500, this allows for further customization of each list. Certain bookmakers who may specialize,
or be most relevant for a particular sport or tournament can therefore be prioritized.
In order to create a bookmaker list, the user should first navigate to the level of the sports tree on
which they wish this list to apply. This works in a top down hierarchical fashion i.e. a bookmaker
list configured on a category level will apply to all tournaments within that category, unless one of
those tournaments has its own bookmaker list specifically modified. However, that same
bookmaker list configuration applied on the same category level will not apply on a global level
(across all other categories).
In the screenshot below the user is creating a bookmaker list specifically for NFL (Orange below).
Bookmakers can be added to the list in two ways; ‘suggested’ bookmakers will be automatically
listed (green below) these suggestions are inherited from the nearest level above that has a
bookmaker list configuration (in this case global level). Clicking the plus icon beside a suggested
bookmaker will add them to the list being built, once added the user can then assign that
bookmaker a specific weight. Alternatively, the user can choose from a drop-down list of all
available bookmakers (blue below) and enter a weighting to determine where on the list that new
bookmaker will appear, as they are sorted from bigger to lower weight.
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In the next screenshot the NFL bookmaker list has been configured, in the blue box you can
observe that a tool pictogram has been added against football and then USA and then NFL to
show there is a specific configuration at this level. Once added, a bookmakers weighting can be
modified (purple box below). The 3 bookmakers assigned the largest weight will appear gold,
silver and bronze. Once a bookmaker has been added to a list you can observe how it is currently
configured vs how it is configured on previous levels by pressing the arrow (boxed in purple
below), this expands that row to show further details (green box below). At the top of the left
column there is a switch in order to see only the levels that have been specifically configured
already “Configured levels” or all levels instead “All”.
From the same menu an individual bookmaker can be made active or inactive by checking the
box (highlighted in blue below). If a bookmaker is active the box will be colored green. When a
bookmaker is made inactive, they will drop off this list to the list below and become a ‘display only’
bookmaker. The odds of display only bookmakers will not count towards market average odds,
but their odds will still show on Match Up view for comparison purposes.
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N.B It is important to note that bookmakers selected here will not make a difference to the odds
suggestions Betradar provides; rather, this configuration affects the monitoring aspects of Ctrl
only.

3.6.1

How to choose the weights for the bookmakers in the Bookmaker list

The relation between the weights you have chosen for bookmakers have significant effects on
the way the market average odds are calculated, as they use a relative scale. Please kindly check
the 2 examples listed below in order to better understand the impact of the different weights.
Example A: The weight of the selected bookmakers declines progressively from the maximum
weight of 500 in moderate steps, as shown in the green box below. In this case, a change in the
odds from Tipico will not have a significant impact on the average odds, given that Bet365 and
William Hill also have high weights assigned. If those 2 remain stable, the calculated market
average will only suffer a slight change.
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In case the odds from a certain bookmaker in the list get removed, the impact of such removal
will be the following: let´s assume the odds from Bet365 get removed for the 1x2 market above.
In this case, Bet365 represents roughly 20% of the total weight (500 out of 2400, which is 20,83%
of the total weight). The market average odds will be adjusted accordingly.

Example B: The bookmakers’ weights decline rapidly. In this case (as shown below), if Bet365
changes their odds, this will have a significant impact on the calculated market average.

In this example, Bet365 represents roughly 75% of the total weight (500 out of 670 which is
74,63% of the total weight), which means that in case they remove the odds, the market average
odds will be affected heavily.

3.7

Outrights configuration

Outrights can now be configured and monitored in Ctrl. Outrights are accessible from Monitoring
Overview, by clicking on the new "Monitor Outrights" link in the top left, under the product logo.
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For now, it is only possible to suspend and publish the events when you find it suitable, as well
as deciding which margins will be applied in each outright. Being able to modify the odds directly
from the Ctrl interface is something that will be available in future versions of the tool. The
configuration can be accessed in the Configuration section as seen in the screenshot below, or
otherwise directly with the hyperlink for the relevant Sport, Category or specific Outright that can
be found in the Monitoring > Monitor outrights section.
Outrights can be configured by inheriting the standard Betradar Key, by entering a Fixed Key or
by the new method of assigning a Key Per Outcome, as marked in green in the screenshot below.
Keys can be set at each level and uniquely altered in Monitoring if the situation arises.

Outrights are also classified into 4 different types: Championship outrights, Top 3 and Top X
Outrights and Short Term Outrights, so specific settings can be applied to each of those in order
to better suit your needs. There is a 5th type available in Golf, which is the 3 balls.
From the outright monitoring screen, it is also possible to make changes to what has already been
configured for outrights in the Config section, as well as manually suspending certain outrights.
The below screenshot shows the outrights this account is receiving for the English Premier
League with configuration options for all outrights (Red) and suspend / configuration options for
the Premier League only (blue).
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3.8

Tournaments Prematch

From the Tournaments pre-match section, the user has an overview of the current configuration
at the sport, category or tournament levels (as shown in the screenshot below).

In case there are no default templates available in the config section after logging in, it would be
necessary to create these initial templates in order to start receiving pre-match data. The process
of creating a new template is explained in the following section (see 3.9 Templates).
From the Tournaments Pre-match section, the users can observe the current configuration at
sport, category or tournament level (red boxes in the screenshot below). It is also possible to find
if there are tournaments in any sport or category that have no template assigned (by activating
the unassigned tournaments filter). The configurations that can be viewed here are: pre-match
templates, tournament activation, bookmaker list and alert factor (green box below).
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From this section the user can also assign one of the created templates as the ‘default’ template
for a particular category (purple box above), which is known as a Category template. This will
be used for all future tournaments of that category by default, so they can be offered immediately
as soon as they are added to the system. This ‘default’ template will also be applied to any
tournaments in that category that do not already have a template configured. Once this default
template has been selected the user must press save to action the change.
The user can additionally filter the tournaments currently displayed under the current
sport/category/league parameters by their assigned template (blue box in the screen above).

3.8.1

Tournaments Pre-match > Monitoring

The activation option in the overview acts as a ‘master’ setting for that particular tournament. If it
is switched to off, none of this tournament’s markets will be offered, irrespective of any
configurations in the template in use with that tournament.
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If a tournament is set to ‘Mon’ from the overview then when one of its events is viewed in Match
Up view own odds will appear ‘locked’ and will be effectively suspended. The user will not offer
this event, nor any others from a tournament set to ‘Mon’ in the overview. However, nominated
competitor’s prices are shown for comparison purposes.
Putting a tournament’s activation to ‘Ctrl’ in the overview means that full functionality is enabled,
the tournament will be offered in line with the configuration defined in the template in use with that
tournament. Where a market has been set to controllable in the template the user will be able to
modify the odds, provided the overall activation is set to Ctrl.

3.8.2

Tournaments Pre-match > Bookmaker list

In relation to bookmaker list; it shows on which level the bookmaker list for that tournament is
configured. Clicking on the identifier takes you directly to that bookmaker list configuration level,
from where it can be modified.
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3.8.3

Tournaments Pre-match > Alert factors

On the config overview, alert factors can be adjusted per tournament. This option allows the user
to lend more weight [0.0 - 2.0] to alerts that stem from a preferred tournament. A heavier weighted
alert factor will act as a multiplier of the alert score of that tournament (chapter 7.1 of this manual),
therefore, its alerts will be given higher priority than the same alerts from a tournament with a
lower factor. After changing the alert factor assigned to a tournament the user must press save
to action the change. Assigning a tournament an alert factor of 0.0 would mean that no alerts are
produced for that particular tournament. The alerted matches would then appear higher up or
lower down in the Alerts console, sorted by alert score.

3.9

MyTemplates (pre-match)

In this section it is possible to define what settings will be used for both pre-match and live betting
offer, which is done by a template system. Templates allow the user to ‘overlay’ a bespoke set of
configurations for matches, including the definition of dynamic margins that can be applied
uniquely to every market in every tournament within a sport.
An unlimited number of templates can be created in advance ready to be deployed at the right
time, which could even be a specific match. From the ‘My templates’ section of the Config the
user can edit any templates already in existence, or create a new template.
A template can be configured to:
•
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•

Switch any market off or on

•

Define the accepted odds values and rounding rules through the ladders

•

Adjust how the defined margin for that market is spread across the outcomes

•

Define on a bespoke basis how markets with multiple lines operate

3.9.1

My Templates > Create New (pre-match)

When creating a new template for pre-match, you will be asked to give that template a name,
define for which sport it will be used and the ladder that it operates with. It is also possible to
duplicate an existing template in order to use it as the starting point for the new one. On the main
template config screen all the different market types are divided in different groups so they can
be found and configured in a logical fashion (highlighted in red below).
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3.9.2

Market activation / deactivation

The user has the possibility to activate or deactivate all markets (in red below) in just one click or
do it individually (highlighted in yellow below).

3.9.3

Margin (oddskey) definition

When setting up the keys for each of the markets in the template, the user will find that there is a
chronological timeline representing each market. This allows the user to define exactly when a
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market will be published and at what key value, and thereafter set predetermined automatic
modifications of that key as time progresses. Additionally, the user can choose to set a key value
at ‘Inst’ (instantaneous), which will ensure it will be offered as soon as Betradar’s odds
suggestions are available.
For example, in the screenshot below there are 4 markets visible: each of these 4 markets has
had the key set up slight differently as an example of the possibilities Ctrl affords:

3-Way

The user has selected a number of different keys, the biggest value
furthest out from the event (112 as soon as odds are available) with the
key gradually shortening as the event draws nearer (103 at 1hr)

Total

The user has set a low initial key value (105 as soon as odds are available),
which gradually increases as the event draws closer (107 at 3hrs)

Handicap

Halftime/Fulltime

The user only wants to publish this market from 7 days prior to the event,
with a key of 108
The user wants to offer this market as soon as odds are available, with a
key value of 115

N.B after adjusting any keys, market status, or market ladders on a template the user must press save in order to action
the changes
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For markets with only 2 outcomes, such as Totals or Handicaps, there is a different way of defining
how the odds will be calculated other than the oddskeys: The Permissible Pairs (PP). This means,
the odds will not be fixed using the margin, but instead have a table with odds pairings. In order
to use this functionality for a specific 2 outcome market, it is possible to switch from ‘keys’ mode
to ‘p-pairs’ mode as shown in the screenshot below:

Then, it is also necessary to define which Permissible Pairs ladder will be applied throughout the
timeline (time dependent sports will allow to apply different ladders and different times of the
match). There is a predefined list of possible PP-ladders to choose from:
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3.9.4

Margin Adjustment

On model driving markets only, once a key value has been entered, there are additional options
to be found such as the margin adjustment tool and the multiple lines configuration settings, when
applicable. The margin adjustment tool allows the user to decide how the margin will be distributed
among the different outcomes for the market (marked in red in the screenshot below).

On the same 3-way market below the margin adjustment tools have been expanded (green box
in the screenshot below) and the user can begin to make changes. The red box can be used to
manually adjust the actual key value while observing the impact on the margin adjusted
representative final odds.
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The user can choose to directly adjust the margin for each of the selections (Home / Draw / Away)
below, even though a direct change on one selection will create an indirect change on inverse
outcomes. Once the margin adjustment is saved, the text “MA” will appear next to the value of
the oddskey (purple box below).

By dragging the slider sideways, the user can adjust how much of their margin is allocated to the
selected outcome. Moving towards left twill reduce the margin applied against that selection while
dragging the slider to the right will increase the margin applied against that selection. The 3 lines
of cells will reflect the impact of any potential margin adjustment. The first two lines represent the
fair odds and then normal odds (margin applied but not adjusted) values, both of which will never
change. The third line shows what the odds would be after the margin has been adjusted or
skewed.
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Although such margin adjustment will impact the final odds of the effected market, if the market
being modified is a model driver, this modification will not create subsequent change in derived
markets, as the probabilities are not affected by the margin adjustment.
The 3 graphs below demonstrate the margin being adjusted for the outcome ‘Home’ team to win;
the first is a baseline with no margin adjustment, then the ‘Home’ to win margin has been reduced,
and finally ‘Home’ to win margin increased. Notice that the probabilities are never modified via
the margin adjustment tool, only the distribution of the prescribed margin is skewed, affecting the
final odds.

These examples represent extreme adjustments, for the sake of demonstration, in reality, more
subtle adjustments are likely to be much more useful, however, the functionality operates in the
exact same way.

It is important to note that the user can only make direct adjustments to the margin on one
selection of a market, the outcome of which is additional indirect adjustments on inverse
selections of that market. If a user makes adjustments to the margin for the ‘Home’ selection, then
clicks on Draw and makes further adjustments, the previous adjustments will be ignored, and only
adjustments made directly on the Draw outcome will be used. Additionally, although such margin
adjustment will impact the final odds of the effected model driving market, this modification will
not create subsequent change in derived markets.
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The values used in the margin adjustment configuration on a template are arbitrary numbers, to
represent ‘typical’ fair odds and how the normal odds would be modified by adjustments to the
margin. These numbers do not represent the actual odds for any market. The arrows either side
of the representative ‘fair’ odds values (green below) can be used to scroll between different
arbitrary representative starting odds positions, to observe how the margin adjustment settings
would impact final odds, given multiple different starting odds scenarios.

Finally, as well as being able to adjust the margin directly against a specific outcome, the user
can adjust the margin against the ‘Favorite’ selection (in red above), meaning those adjustment
settings will be applied against either Home, Draw or Away (in the 3 way example), depending on
which one of the 3 is the favorite in that market of the event using this template at that time. In
this situation, if there is no clear favorite in the market the margin adjustment will not be used.
The user can also quickly copy a previous margin adjustment setting from any other point along
that market’s timeline that an adjustment has been defined using the ‘copy adjustment from’
option. Each time the user configures an individual margin adjustment, on any point on the
timeline on any market they must press save each time, multiple margin adjustments cannot be
saved at once.
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3.9.5

Multiple Lines Configuration

When clicking on the odds key, the user can also find line configuration tools as shown below (in
red).

Multiple Lines Configuration > Lines
The multiple line configuration tools allow the user to select which types of lines they would like
to enable. In order to do this, it is just necessary to check the box(es) to specify the granularity of
the lines - x.25, x5, x.75 and x.0 (red box above). The x.5 line is standard, meaning it is greyed
out as it cannot be disabled on any market with multiple lines.
Multiple Lines Configuration > Max Number of Lines
Additionally, the maximum number of lines allowed for that market at any one time can be limited
using the ‘Max Number’ drop down menu (in blue above). This means that the most balanced line
will always be taken and the necessary lines above and below will be added until the defined
number is reached.
Multiple Lines Configuration > Range Limitation
Finally, on markets with multiple lines, the template row can be expanded using the ‘open market
config’ tab (blue below) to show the range limitation field (in green).
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The range limitation can be used to set a minimum odds value tolerated before a line will become
suspended. This allows the user to ensure that only competitive lines are being offered.

3.9.6

Market ladder

When creating a template, you can choose the template ladder to be used across all markets in
the template. This ladder will determine the minimum and maximum odds values to be offered,
as well as the increments in which the user will be able to set the odds between such values
(chapter 3.3 of this manual).
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However, is it also possible to select a different ladder for an individual market, meaning it will
deviate from the overall configuration of the template. In order to do this, it is necessary to click
on the ‘open market config’ of the relevant market and select the specific ladder that will be used
in the dropdown menu. Finally, click on ‘apply’ in order to close the market config.

3.9.7

Assigning Categories, Leagues and Tournaments to a template

When a template has been created and configured, specific categories and tournaments can then
be added to that template. That is, the categories and / or tournaments added will have their
settings dictated by the template they are added to. The screenshot below shows Brazilian
tournaments (red box) being added to this template.
In case a certain category is added in this way, it will only include the current tournaments that
are available and not future ones, unless a Category Template is assigned. This is explained in
Section 3.8 Tournaments Pre-match.

N.B. It is also crucial to note that the user must save (green box above), if categories or tournaments are
to be added to that template.
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The ‘non configured only’ button (boxed in blue above) will quickly show all categories and
tournaments that are not currently added to a template and thus require attention if they are to be
offered.

3.9.8

Deleting a template

In order to delete a template, the user must click on the 3 dots and then choose the Delete
Template button from the list (shown in red). Please note that deleting a template will remove the
configuration from the tournaments which were assigned to it. The events of these tournaments
will no longer be offered for betting, unless you associate these tournaments with other templates
in case you want to keep them in your bet offer. In case you have a Category Template stored,
the removed tournaments will automatically use the template of the category now.

A message for confirming the deletion of the template would be shown which should be accepted
in order to proceed.
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3.9.9

Note regarding Goal scorer market configuration and its key

As the number of goalscorers on offer are different for each match, the resulting fair percentage
is always varying and greater than 100%. Thus, it is not possible to configure the actual key of
the goalscorer markets directly.
Instead, a key-factor is used which is multiplied by the fair percentage to yield the final actual key.
The factor we then apply to the market will result in the final key percentage for the market. (= fair
odds percentage * key factor). Please find an example below:
=380.5 * 1.80 = 685%

For the first goalscorer market, Betradar uses a default factor of 130% while using 180% for
anytime goalscorer. If the user would like to replicate Betradar’s odds (like in the above example)
they should use the suggested default factors (please note there may be small discrepancies
depending on odds ladder rounding).
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When creating goalscorer markets in the template, the user must remember this is a factor and
not a percentage. The factors can then be controlled on an event level like any other market
type.

3.10 My Templates (live)
In order to set the configuration of the live offer, it is necessary to define and manage the
templates for it in Ctrl. There is a list of predefined templates that has been implemented into each
account, but those are dormant as none of the markets are active for them initially.
These preconfigured default templates are available for every sport. For those templates,
oddskeys are already configured and they are also assigned on either sport or tournament level:
•

Default_<Sport>_standard: templates are assigned on sport level

•

Default_<Sport>_high_profile: templates are assigned to selected tournaments only

Please note that the default templates are just a starting point but they can be edited and copied
according to the user’s needs.

3.10.1 My Templates > Create New (live)
In order to create a new Live Odds template, please click ‘My Templates > Create New’:
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3.10.2 Market configuration
First, it is necessary to activate the markets that the user would like to receive by click on the
market activation / deactivation button (marked in yellow in the screenshot below).
Afterwards, the margins can each of those markets can be defined. For time-based sports,
multiple oddskeys can be configured directly on a timeline (as shown in red in the screenshot).
For non-time-based sports, one odds key can be applied which is valid for the entire match.

For markets with only 2 outcomes, such as Totals or Handicaps, there is a different way of defining
how the odds will be calculated other than the oddskeys: The Permissible Pairs (PP). This means,
the odds will not be fixed using the margin, but instead have a table with odds pairings. In order
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to use this functionality for a specific 2 outcome market, it is possible to switch from ‘keys’ mode
to ‘p-pairs’ mode as shown in the screenshot below:

Then, it is also necessary to define which Permissible Pairs ladder will be applied throughout the
timeline (time dependent sports will allow to apply different ladders and different times of the
match). There is a predefined list of possible PP-ladders to choose from:
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3.10.3 Min offer, Max cap, Autosuspend
By clicking on the ‘open market config’ button, additional parameters can be defined, such as the
Minimum offer and Maximum cap values, which will be valid for the whole timeline. Additionally,
the percentage for auto-suspend can be specified for the set sports (such as badminton,
volleyball, tennis…)
The minimum and maximum odds value works as follows: with a minimum offer set at 1.10 the
market would become deactivated in cases where the favourite is being offered with odds lower
than 1.10. Markets will reactivate automatically if the odds move outside of the minimum odds
value as the event progresses. If the maximum odds cap is set to a high of 80.00 and our odds
feed were 100.00 then you will still be offering the market, but with the price capped at 80.00
rather than 100.00.
The Autosuspend configuration will enable clients to define when a specific market should be
open or suspended for live betting in set sports (badminton, tennis, volleyball, squash…). The
configured value will reflect a percentage threshold which will be added to the probability for every
single outcome. If the probability will be exceeded on any of the potential next score changes, the
market will be suspended for betting.
Example:
Tennis score: 4-4 and 30-0 in 1st set
Probabilities to win the 1st set: 60 % for player 1 / 40 % for player 2
Auto suspend on maximum odds deviation: 15 %
Result: the 1st set winner market will be suspended at the score of 30-0 if probability for player 1
to win the 1st set will exceed 75 % or 55 % for player 2 in any of the potential upcoming scores
40-0 or 30-15
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There

are

currently

5

possible

options

to

configure

this

setting:

(Please note 0 will deactivate auto suspend on maximum odds deviation and ensures no auto
suspension will be applied)

3.10.4 Assigning Categories, Leagues and Tournaments to a template
Templates can be assigned on 3 levels and the configuration will be inherited as follows:
Sport> Category > Tournament
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If a template is assigned on sport level, it will be inherited for every category and tournament
except from those categories or tournaments which have a dedicated template assigned. In order
to keep the overview clean, we suggest using our inheritance logic (sport > category >
tournaments) instead of assigning templates to an excessive number of tournaments:
•

Assign one template on sport level with an average odds key

•

Assign dedicated templates only to those tournaments, where you prefer a lower/higher
odds key or a specific set of live odds markets

4

Monitoring

The Monitoring screen is the home screen of the Ctrl interface, where the user will spend the
majority of their time. Monitoring is broadly split into two main views: monitoring overview and
monitoring Match Up view.
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Throughout the monitoring section of Ctrl, odds across all markets will generally appear in a blue,
pink or grey color. Blue means that the odds have recently been shortening, or ‘cooling off’, pink
means that the odds have been increasing, or ‘heating up’. Odds shown in grey represent a
market that is currently suspended. The depth of the coloration also indicates how recently a
change has taken place; the coloration fades over time.

4.1

Monitoring overview

Monitoring overview is the high-level view of all the sports, categories and events that Ctrl offers.
It presents a quick ‘headline’ look at the critical odds (for example 3 way, totals and handicap in
soccer) for each event and how these compare to the market average. Market average odds are
displayed after being ‘normalized’, to represent what they would be if all bookmakers were using
the same key as the user, to enable useful comparison. For each event there is also an indication
if the odds have been modified to semi-automatic or manual trading mode (chapter 4.2.4 of this
manual / red box in the screenshot below), or if the margin on any of that event’s model driving
markets has been skewed (chapter 4.1.3 of this manual). We’ve also added a ‘BR’ box which tells
that that the event has officially been set up by Betradar, meaning that we can guarantee the
event is genuinely taking place and that we have verified the correct start time of the event.
By clicking on the 3 dots, the user can access a link to the ID for that event as well as a link for
head-to-head stat (Blue box).
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4.1.1

Navigation: sport tree, quick filters, searching and tabs

The ‘sports’ tree allows navigation between sports, categories and tournaments, any combination
of these can be selected and the relevant events ‘headline’ will be shown. At the top of the sports
tree there is an option to switch between ‘Full tree’ and ‘Active tree’. As long as ‘Active tree’ is
selected the sports tree will only display Sports, Tournaments and Categories with events of
interest, defined by the quick filter (s) selected or key words searched for in the search box. Beside
each sport/category and tournament in the tree you can see the number of active events in
brackets, in addition, if there are any, the number of ‘alerted’ events is shown in amber, and the
number of ‘emergency’ alerted events are shown in red.

For example, if both ‘Active tree’ and the ‘Alerted’ quick filter were selected concurrently, the
sports tree would automatically filter and only show Sports, Categories and Tournaments with
events within that are ‘alerted’, according to the events alert score (chapter 7.1 of this manual).
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The ‘clear all’ button is useful to clear multiple previous selections, as opposed to manually
unticking each one. A preview of the number of alerts from each Sport, Category and Tournament
is also displayed next to that categories name.
The quick filters allow the user to filter with one click all of the Sports, Categories and Tournaments
(red on the screenshot below). More than one quick filter can be selected at the same time,
allowing for more granular filtration of the events being viewed in the overview. When multiple
quick filters are used, only the events that comply with all the selected filters will be shown.

Key:
•

Alerted – Any event with an active alert type

•

Semi Auto – Any event with an active semi-automatic odds change (see 4.2.5)

•

Manual – Any event with an active Manual odds change (see 4.2.5)

•

Hotlisted – Any event that the user has manually added to the ‘Hotlist’ for closer
monitoring
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•

Commented – Any match with an active user comment

•

With Odds – Any event with odds already in the market, either offered by comparison
bookmakers and/or Betradar

•

With own odds – Any event with own odds published

•

Controllable – Any event where odds control is possible

•

24 hours – Events taking place within the upcoming 24 hours

•

Betradar Only – Any event created and verified by Betradar

•

Missing events – Any event not created by Betradar but available elsewhere as it is
offered by some other bookmaker(s)

In the top right of the monitoring overview there is a search field, this can be used to quickly find
any category/team/player/event across all Sports, Categories and Tournaments.
Ctrl allows users to create multiple working tabs, much in the same way as a web browser (yellow
box below). It is recommended that the user creates multiple tabs that contain the events that
they would regularly interact with, these tabs can then be renamed and saved, so that they are
readily available every time that user logs in. If the user has more than 5 tabs in use at one time
the button to the right of the tabs allows a quick navigation between all available tabs.
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4.1.2

Hotlisting, alert score, comments, match ID, head-to-head stats and suspending events in
monitoring overview

Any event in monitoring overview can be quickly added to the hotlist, by clicking the star beside
that event, when the star is colored in yellow the associated event is added to the hotlist, as below.

When an event has been added to the hotlist it can be quickly accessed in monitoring overview
and in alerts (section 6 of this manual) using the ‘hotlisted’ quick filter.
The alert score is displayed beside the event, it is a combination of all active alerts on that event,
the higher the alert score the larger the potential exposure. Therefore, events with a large alert
score should be addressed immediately. Red alert scores are classed as emergency and warrant
immediate attention, orange alerts are non-emergency but should still be addressed when
practicable. These alerts are discussed in further detail in section 7 of this manual.
Clicking on the alert score will bring up a pop-up that gives details of the alerts and the specific
factors that contributed to determination of that score (as shown below), as well as the overview
of the critical markets (own odds vs market average).

The speech bubble pictogram, found beside the alert score brings up the comments and logs
pop-up, related to that event. The 2 numbers beside the pictogram (in green below) represent the
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number of user-added comments against that event, as well as the number of automatic log
entries.

From here the user can leave a comment that will be visible to all other users of that same
account, or view the log of all alert actions that have been taken by users related to that event.
From within the comments pop-up, the alerts that stem from that particular event can be muted
completely, muted until a specified alert score is reached, or finally muted until a selected predefined period of time prior to the start of the event (red box below). It is important to note that
muting an alert is different to disabling an alert (chapter 4.2.6 of this manual). Whenever any of
these actions are taken by a user it will be recorded in the aforementioned log for future reference.

Events which have had a comment made against them can be viewed quickly in monitoring
overview using the ‘commented’ quick filter (section 4.1.1 of this manual).
From the monitoring overview screen any event can be quickly suspended by clicking on
‘suspend’, to unsuspend the event thereafter the user can click the same button which will be
labeled ‘publish’. Own odds for suspended matches will be shown as grey, opposed to blue/pink.
In the screenshot below the first match has been suspended, whereas the second match below
is running as normal and is pictured for comparison.
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N.B. You cannot suspend a market that is set to ‘Mon’ via ‘Overview’ in the config. These markets are already effectively
suspended due to the fact they are not being offered by the user and are only visible for monitoring purposes.

4.1.3

Average strength indicators in Monitoring section

In both the monitoring overview and match up view, under every market average odds value there
is a dynamic colored bar (highlighted below), representing the ‘strength’ of that average value.
This represents for every market, what % of the market (market being determined by the
bookmaker list configured, considering the weighting, see chapter 3.5 of this manual for more on
bookmaker list) has published their odds. When the average is ‘weaker’ i.e. not many bookmakers
from the list have published, or only low weighted bookmakers have published the bar will appear
orange and partially complete. As more bookmakers, and more weighted bookmakers publish
their odds the bar will become green and be fuller.

4.2

Monitoring Match Up view

Clicking on a specific event from monitoring overview will bring the user to the monitoring Match
Up view. From Match Up view, everything related to that particular event and its individual markets
can be found.

4.2.1

Navigation: market groups, filters and searching

Market groups and filters quickly allow the user to narrow down the markets that they are viewing.
The yellow box below highlights the buttons the user can use to switch between market groups
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or quick filters as the way of narrowing the markets in view. The red box below highlights the
options of market groups available for soccer, with the main markets currently being selected,
these groups vary on a sport by sport basis. The search box (green below) is useful for quickly
finding an individual market across all of the market groups and filters, finally, highlighted in blue
below it is possible to filter the match up view to show only lines/selections that have either any
odds or have own odds.

There are 3 filters in monitoring Match Up view: alerted markets, semi-automated markets and
manual markets. Generally, market groups should be used to quickly navigate the wider selection
of markets available, whereas filters should be used to find markets that require special attention.
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4.2.2

Match Up comparison with other bookmakers

Along each row in Match Up view the user can quickly compare their market position for that
particular selection of that particular market, firstly against the market average and then against
nominated bookmakers. The market average odds being displayed have already been converted
to reflect the users own key. Moreover, either side of the market average Ctrl displays the lowest
and highest odds values used to calculate that average. The bookmakers being displayed along
the row are those nominated in the active bookmaker list (chapter 3.6 of this manual), which are
sorted from largest to smallest assigned weight. The user can also quickly see the key being used
by competitors.

Finally, by hovering over a bookmaker’s name in this row the weighting of that bookmaker in the
active bookmaker list will be displayed.

4.2.3

Disabling / Muting bookmakers

If the user finds that one bookmaker in the list has odds that are not in line with the market, for
example posting odds the wrong way around in error, then this would affect the overall average
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making is difficult to make useful comparison. In this type of instance, it is possible to temporarily
disable an individual bookmaker’s contribution to the overall average.
By clicking on the pictogram that appears when hovering over the listed key of each bookmaker
in the list the user can disable that bookmaker’s odds. In the green box below, you will see the
levels which can be disabled. The bookmaker can be disabled either on the Match level (which
affects the whole event), on the Market level (which affects just that current market on that current
match), or on the Line level (which affects the selected line).
When hovering over each of the levels, a dropdown will appear giving the user the option of
disabling the bookmaker for a selected time or permanently, as shown in the red box below.

Once disabled, the bookmaker’s odds will appear grey (as shown below).

By clicking on the same pictogram used to disable that bookmaker the odds can then be reenabled.
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4.2.4

Model driving markets

There are key markets that are model driving markets, in Soccer for example those are: 3
way/head to head, totals and handicap. Betradar’s own odds for these 3 markets are put into the
mathematical models and produce the odds for all other markets (side bets). As such, any change
in the odds in these markets, either automatic from Betradar or input from the user, will create a
change in the odds for other markets. Markets that are model driving are easily recognized by the
blue ‘slider’ pictogram, bordered in red below.

4.2.5

Modifying odds: Automatic, Manual and Semi-Automatic

One of the key features of Ctrl is the ability for the user to modify odds ‘on the fly’ from within
Match Up view. By clicking on own odds for any of the markets a pop up ‘ladder’ will allow the
user to modify the odds (red box below) at the increments defined in the ‘ladders’ config (chapter
3.5 of this manual). Within this popup some possible odds modifications are colored red, this
means that changing the odds to this value will create an alert situation. Any change to one
selection of a market will force a change in other selections of the same market, in order to
maintain the user’s selected key value.
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N.B. When the User makes an odds change in Match Up view, any odds harmonization rule or dynamic margin
adjustment that has been configured will be overridden on that particular market where the change has been applied.

When changing odds, the user has 2 options for how that modification is handled with respect to
a dynamic wider odds market; manual or semi-automatic. By clicking the ‘M’ beside a new odds
value that market will be set to manual, after this, any updates to those markets’ odds from
Betradar will not have an effect on that market; the odds will remain as nominated by the user. If
the user makes one or more selections of a particular market manual then all inverse selections
of that market will become manually set.
Semi-automatic (‘SA’) works in a more dynamic fashion, with a bias towards how the user sees
the market. By clicking on the new odds value in the pop-up odds ladder (screenshot above), that
market will become semi-automatic. The way semi-automatic works is best understood from the
diagram below:
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N.B. The model would work the exact same way but in the opposite direction if the user modified the initial odds to be
higher than the Betradar odds.

When a user has selected a new odds value, either semi-automatic or manual they can then
observe a ‘preview’ mode of the impact of such an odds change (effect on other markets, alerts
that will be triggered) across the monitoring Match Up view, as in the screenshot below. A ‘pencil’
mark, highlighted in yellow below indicates where a proposed odds change will have an indirect
impact. This includes:
•

All selections within the current market that will be modified

•

All markets within the current market group that will be impacted

•

All market groups that contain at least one market that will be modified by the proposed
odds change

Furthermore, when an odds change has been proposed the alert ticker will preview any alerts that
will be created (shown in green below) by saving that change. In such alert banner, the markets
listed at the bottom of the screen are positioned in order of the relative amount each alert
contributes to the total event Alert Score. They also have a visual indicator represented by bars
in order to appreciate the relative amounts each alert actually contributes to the total event Alert
Score (3 bars = HIGH impact alert, 2 bars = MEDIUM impact alert, 1 bar = LOW impact alert and
0 bars = very low impact alert). Please find some examples below:
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The user then has the option to save those changes if they are comfortable with the impact, or
alternatively, make further changes to that same market or to other markets, or to cancel the
changes which return the odds to their pre-modification status, highlighted in the red box below.
It is possible to make an odds change to one selection, and then make other changes to additional
markets or selections, previewing the entire effect of the multiple changes, before saving those
changes.

If the user has saved a change to the odds but then wishes to return those odds back to automatic
(Betradar odds) they can do by pressing ‘AUTO’ in the modifying odds ladder, highlighted in green
below.
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Any event that has had any adjustment to odds, of any market, can be easily noticed as the ‘SA’
or ‘M’ will be bolded in the monitoring ‘headline’ for that event, irrespective of whether it is viewed
in the monitoring overview or Match Up view. Alongside this indicator there is a margin adjustment
pictogram (represented as a scales) which will be bolded when any margin adjustment has been
implemented on any of the current event’s model driving markets.

4.2.6

Disabling/enabling alert types in Match Up view

From the Match Up view the user can quickly see the alerts that relate to that specific match along
the bottom of the screen (green box below). These also function as a link directly to allow users
to quickly navigate to a specific alerted market and make any adjustments necessary.
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When the user is viewing a market with an active alert, there will be an alert pictogram (chapter
7.2 of this manual), which can be clicked on for further details of the alert (red box below).
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All alert types on an event can be disabled for 15 minutes, using the button highlighted in red
below.
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The alerts will remain disabled for 15 minutes only, during this time, the event headline will show
a muted pictogram, and the alert score will be scored-through, as shown below:

4.2.7

‘On the fly’ adjustment in Match Up view

From within Match Up view the user can make a number of quick changes to an event, without
having to navigate away from the Match Up view.

Match Up view > Suspending Markets
Any market can be quickly suspended from Match Up view by clicking the suspend button, (in the
red box below) below, the totals market has been suspended, this market can then be re-enabled
by pressing the same button again. Where applicable, there is also the option to suspend an
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individual line of a particular market (green box in the screenshot below). An individual line of an
overall market cannot be enabled while the overall market is suspended.

Match Up view > Changing the key
The key of every market in Match Up view is easily visible and can be quickly modified by clicking
on the red box highlighted below. The market average odds will immediately be converted to the
same key, to allow for useful comparison.

Clicking on the user’s own key allows it to be quickly modified, either to a manual value, or set it
back to the template defined key.

From here the user can press the ‘A’ to change the key to the template key, otherwise a new key
value can be typed after which the user must press the save (floppy disk) icon.
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Following a manual update to the key, for future reference an ‘M’ will appear beside that key
value, as shown in red below.

Match Up view > Changing the template
The template being used by the current event or match is easy visible at the top of the Match Up
view, coloured in red in the box below. Clicking on the name of that template will bring the user
directly to the templates section of the config where adjustments can be made (chapter 3.9 of this
manual).

Clicking the pencil beside the template name (red box above) brings up the template modification
popup box (red box below). From this popup the user can easily switch the template being used
by the current event/match to any other templates that have been created in the templates section
of the config. Importantly, it is from here that the user can deploy a template for a single specific
match or event.
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4.2.8

Match Up view odds history

In Match Up view, the user can quickly see a popup of their own odds history for any market, by
clicking on the rewind pictogram, highlighted in green below. The popup details exactly when an
odds change took place, in what direction the odds moved and if the change was semi-automatic
or manual. From the same popup the full history can quick be accessed (blue box below), the link
takes the user directly to the Archive and specifically to that market’s full history (Archive is
explained in full in chapter 5).
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4.2.9

Market Info in Match Up View

When hovering over the name of any market in Match Up view the market info pictogram will
appear. When clicked it will display details of that market for both the Unified and LCoO feed, as
well as all of the possible outcomes.

5

Archive

From here the user can quickly access a historical repository of fixture and odds data for all sports
supported in Ctrl. The interface should be familiar to users, utilizing many of the same features
as the monitoring section.
The archive can also be access via a quick link from the Match up view (see below). All the user
needs to do is click on the clock icon by their own odds and then ‘open full history’. Please note
that this will bring you to the archive for the concerned match.
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The archive is navigated using the search function, in conjunction with the sport tree and user
defined time filters. If a sport or category is selected then only that sport or category will be
searched. In the archive only a single sport/category/tournament can be selected to be searched
at any one time. If no sport/category/tournament is selected then the whole archive will be
searched within the input search parameters. Clicking all sports at the top of the sports tree will
clear any previous sport tree selections.
In the screenshot below (red box) the user has searched between a specific date range for all
instances where ‘Arsenal’ occurs, without using the sports tree to filter by sport.

Clicking on a particular event will show the user the specific history for that event, with an
expanded date and time stamped odds and associated key history and market status. The same
logic of pink/blue colored odds values as used in monitoring to represent shortening (blue) odds
or lengthening (pink) odds is applied here.
Market filters can again be used to quickly navigate between groups of markets, in this case, the
market filters offer a drop-down list of a specific market’s history that can be browsed (highlighted
in red below).
In the green box below, the hierarchical levels ‘above’ the current one are detailed and also act
as a link that takes the user directly to the search results (based on last parameters entered)
when applied to that particular tournament or category.
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In addition to showing the actual odds history for the relevant market, other details are displayed
in the archive, these are explained as well as being highlighted in red in the screenshot below:
•

Source – Where the change originated from, and, if it was a user-initiated change, which
user was responsible.

•

Type – The type of change that occurred, was it a direct odds change, template change,
model-based change, a user publication or suspension of a market or event, a manual
key change or a market harmonization change.

•

Status – Defines if were odds set to auto, semi-automatic or manual, and was there any
margin adjustment settings in place.
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6

Settlements

The Settlements section of Ctrl combines both options to settle the markets (either manual or
automatically) and the archive of historical odds, meaning that it allows the user to both see a
historical audit of the settlements sent by Betradar as well as the ability to edit, void and even
cancel the markets that have been already settled or result markets which are still pending.
Once in an event, the user can select a market where there is the option of choosing between
history (same as archive) and settlement.

The manual settlement feature allows the user to:
•
•
•
•

Manually settle unsettled events / markets
Override settlements made by Betradar
Void markets and selections
Cancel bets

History allows the user to see and search for any game that is in the Betradar system (past
matches only). For navigation the user can filter by team names, date, settlement status (settled,
overridden, not settled, on hold, match status (not started or started) and sport. Please note that
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the match status ‘started’ refers to matches after kick off, including those that have been
completed.

When pressing settlements, the user can see which selections have been settled as winners by
Betradar (if it is a settled match).

The User can then choose to override a settlement by selecting a different outcome while also
having options to Void all outcomes including a Void reason (blue), an option not to settle the
market (red) as well as a Void factor (purple).
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Void Factor: the user has 4 options to choose from:
1: Void bets on this outcome
0: Do not void bets on this outcome
0.5: Void half the stake on each bet of this outcome
0.5 (marked as winner): return half the stake of each bet as a winner and void the other half

Cancelling & voiding bets:
The History tool allows for the user to cancel and void bets. In any given event, the 3 dots icon
opens up the below options where bets can be voided or cancelled. In case of cancellation, a time
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period and date can be defined on specific markets. Once bets have been cancelled the user also
has the option to roll back these cancellations.

Cancelling or voiding bets can be defined for any given market where odds were offered with date
and time filters.
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If the user is missing the settlement(s) for a certain event, these can be requested again here
before contacting Support.
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7

Alerts

The Alerts section is the central location for viewing events with active alerts across any sport,
category or tournament. The user should find it familiar as it has many of the same features seen
elsewhere in Ctrl, for example the sports tree, quick filters and each alerted events’ ‘headline’
(without any odds in this case). The sports tree will only show sports that contain events that have
active alerts within them.
The alerted matches will be shown in the main page and sorted from highest to lowest alert score,
so they can be treated in accordance with their relevance. There are 2 different levels of alerts,
one being red, the emergency alerts, whose alert score is 70 or higher. The amber level of alert
will include those that have an alert score between 50 and 70. Proactive alerts are not yet active
in this version of Ctrl, they will be implemented in future releases. If a user is looking at a particular
alerted event in Match Up view this will show their avatar over that event’s headline, which will
also be blacked out in the alerts section, to avoid having multiple users editing the same event at
the same time.
The quick filters (red box below) work the same as those in the monitoring overview, but here
they will only filter between events that are already alerted. There is also an option to switch
between pending alerts or muted alerts (green box below). The user can mute any alerted event
for a length of time, or until a certain alert score has been reached (chapter 4.2.6 of this manual).
Pending alerts are alerts that have occurred that have not yet been dealt with (green box). The
search bar (purple box) is also very useful for quickly searching a team or player name part of an
alerted event.
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N.B the sports tree, quick filters, pending/muted alerts button and search bar can all be used in conjunction to narrow
down the alerts currently being displayed

If the user wishes to explore the alert score of an alerted event from this section, they can click
on the alert score (chapter 7.1 of this manual) to bring up the alert details popup (screenshot
below and chapter 7.2 of this manual).

To resolve or disable the alerts the user should click on that event headline to be taken to
monitoring Match Up view (chapter 4.2 of this manual). From here all details can be found and
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any adjustments made. If the user wishes to mute any alerted event, they can do so by simply
clicking the comments button on the event headline, this can be done directly in the alerts section
or in monitoring (chapter 4.2.6 of this manual). From here will be an option to mute, mute until a
certain alert score is reached, or mute until a particular date and time.

7.1

Alert score

The alert score is a new feature in Ctrl, it combines all the active alerts on that particular event to
create a total alert score. This provides the user with an easy to understand and uniform way to
quickly identify and compare alerted events and markets that most urgently require attention. The
overall score is created based on individual alerts triggered. The alert factor set for in the config
that particular tournament/league (chapter 3.8.3 of this manual) will also have an effect on the
final alert score.
The contribution of each alert to the total score can change based on other current alerts and the
type of markets affected. Below is a basic overview of the multipliers associated with alert
circumstances which generate that alert’s final contribution to the overall alert score:
For model driving markets = x 1.5; for all other markets = x 0.5
Moreover, whenever there are multiple alerted markets for the same event, the scores of such
markets are not simply accumulated arithmetically. Instead, they are accumulated following
Pythagoras’ logic or the right-angle method. This means that the first alerted market contributes
100% of its potential, but every additional market with the same alert will contribute a reduced
alert score that follows Pythagoras rule.
For example, if there are 4 different alerted markets on the same event with the same alert type
that would independently contribute a score of 100 each, in combination all four would contribute
199.99 only, as follows:
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Contribtuion to overall alert
score

Accumulating contribution of different markets with same
active alert type to total alert score on one event
120
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100
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41,42
31,87

40

26,79

20
0
1

2

3

4

4 Different markets with same active alert type of the same event

7.2

Alert types and pictograms

There are different alerts types, each with an associated pictogram that indicates an alert in Ctrl.
Alert details, criteria and disabling rules (chapter 4.2.6 of this manual) are explained in the index
table below. The parameters to trigger any of these alerts (which can be found in chapter 7.3),
can be adjusted upon request. For example, if the user would like to set that Surebet alerts
contributes with a basis of 300 to the alert score instead of the standard 200 this can be done
simply by contacting our Support.

Icon
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Alert type

Trigger criteria / score

Alert and score explanation

Surebet

Basic score + score per %
above Surebet trigger
value

One odds value of an outcome in your market creates an arbitrage
situation with another bookmaker on the same market.
E.g. Totals Market
•
Your own odds for Over are 2.1
•
Competitors odds for Under are 2.1

Valuebet

Basic
score
when
Valuebet
threshold
reached + score per %
above this threshold

Please check our Surebet suppression rules
Your own odds exceed the market average more than the average fair
odds value
E.g. Totals market:
•
Your own odds are: Over 2.10 / Under 1.60

www.betradar.com

•
•
•

Regular
Deviation

Precondition:
Distance
between average odds
value and average fair
odds value is 100%
Score for 100% = basic
score when Valuebet
threshold is reached.

Exchange
comparison

Basic score + additional
score for each % above
the exchange value

Expected
Total

Same score scheme as
Regular Deviation Alert
and Valuebet Alert

Market average is Over 1.82 / Under 1.82
Fair odds of the market average are Over 2.00 / Under 2.00
A Valuebet alert is triggered as your Over odds (2.10) are
higher than the Over odds of the fair odds values (2.00)

Graph 1 further below demonstrates this example
The score the user will be attributed from this “Regular” deviation is the
% of the score they would get if you were to reach the Valuebet
situation. For a basic value of 10 for Valuebet alert, your Regular
Deviation alert would score 5 points in this example:
•
Your own odds = 1.9
•
Average odds = 1.8
•
Fair odds = 2.0
Result: If you have 50% deviation from the market average until you
reach the valuebet situation, you also get 50% of that score.
When own odds are out of line with exchange market odds. The
Exchange alert trigger liquidity threshold is default €200. Alerts on
exchange sources are only triggered when the liquidity on the odds
value is higher than this
The alert is triggered when your Total line is not offered by the
bookmakers you compare your odds with, but the system can calculate
a potential deviation by finding out if your Total line deviates from the
Expected Total value of the compared bookmaker’s market

Graph 1- Representation of the valuebet alert
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7.3

Alert configuration parameters

There is a standard configuration in place when you start using Ctrl that will determine when the
alerts are triggered and how the alert score will be calculated. In the table below such parameters
are listed and these can be adjusted upon request in order to suit them to your specific needs.
For example, if the user would like to set that Surebet alerts contribute with a basis of 300 to the
alert score instead of the standard 200, this can be done simply by contacting our Support.
Surebet parameters
Suppression
Name

Description

Minimum
number
opponents available
Minimum
opponents
odds

Default
value

of Trigger suppression rules only if at least this number of bookmakers have
5
odds on this line. It applies to all suppression rules.

number
of
Suppress alert when there are at least this number of bookmakers offering
with higher
10
higher odds than you

Suppress alert if the opponent is triggering these times more surebets than
Minimum
number
of
you. So, for example, the alert is suppressed if I trigger two surebets and 5
surebets opponent triggers
he triggers ten.
Suppress alert if the opponents netwin is greater than the AVG netwin by
Opponent netwin percent
some
amount.
Formula: 100%
higher than AVG netwin
opponentNetwin / avgNetwin > 1.0 + value
Suppress if odds key of all outcomes creating the surebet (your outcome(s)
Surebet trigger threshold.
+ opponent outcome(s)) is more than value.
Move to Score and rename
98%
In order to avoid too many surebets which are just close to 100 % we
to "Ignore surebet until"?
tolerate 98%

Exchange Comparison parameters
Default
Value

Name

Description

Minimum liquidity

Minimum required liquidity for an exchange comparison alert to be
200
generated

Score parameters
Odds Deviation
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Default
value

Name

Description

Ignore deviations until

Minimum amount of deviation % for a deviation alert to contribute to the
score. e.g. a deviation with less than 80% of the valuebet alert is creating a 80%
score of 0

Score for valuebet

Starting score for valuebet alerts. The basic score for any valuebet alert

Score Increment
valuebet

10

per Added score per valuebet %. For each % point above the valubet alert, this
20
score is added.

Score for surebet

Starting score for surebets. The basic score for any surebet alert

200

Score per Increment per Added score per surebet %. For each % point above the surebet alert, this
50
surebet
score is added.
Ignore
exchange Minimum amount of deviation % for an exchange comparisons alert to
0%
comparisons until
contribute to the score
Score
for
comparisons

exchange

The basic score for exchange comparison alerts

Score Increment per
For each % point above the exchange alert, this score is added.
exchange comparisons

200
50

The score of deviation and valuebet is multiplied by the correction factor. The
less bookmaker wait is presently offering this market, the lower the score
contribution is.
The factor is created using this formula (MaxCF = 1.0):
Standard
weight factor
=
AVG
strength
*
SWP
proportion for intelliAVG
factor
=
MAX(MinCF,
factor) 10
(SWP)
factor = MIN(MaxCF, factor)
Note:
A strength within [0.1, 0.02] range will generate a correction factor.
Any
strength
>=
0.1
will
result
in
MaxCF
Any strength <= 0.02 will result in MinCF
Minimum correction factor
for intelliAVG
The lowest possible correction factor
(MinCF)

20%

Market Weight
The Market Weight is a factor between 0.0 and 1.0 which multiplies the score of this market alert.
0.0 is removing the market from the alert concept
Tournament Weight
The Tournament weight is a factor between 0.0 and 2.0 which multiplies the total score of this
alerted event
Alert Thresholds parameters (Visualisation Only)
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These limits define from which score the alerted events will be shown on the alert console:
Name

Description Default value

Emergency Limit (Red)

70

Alerted Limit (Orange)

50

7.4

Alert suppression rules

Below the surebet suppression rules can be found, which are the instances by which a certain
alert might not be triggered. This means, whenever what is described below happens, the
respective alert will not be shown. This has been done in order to avoid unnecessary alert noise.

Surebet Suppression Rules
False/Unwanted alerts can be suppressed. Various configurations avoid unnecessary Surebet
alerts.
General Rule for Suppression “Minimum Number of Opponents”
In order to reduce the risk of suppressing valid alerts all suppression-rules should only be for
markets where at least a certain amount of bookmakers “(x) Alert Bookmakers” are offering odds.
Default amount of bookmakers offering odds: x = 5
Suppression rule “Surebet general threshold”
If the calculated odds key of all involved Surebet outcomes is higher than x, the Surebet Alert will
not be triggered.
Current default value is 98% = A Surebet alert with 99% will not be triggered.
Suppression rule “Own odds below average”
In case your own odds where the alert is triggered are lower than the market average odds, a
Surebet Alert is not necessary and will be suppressed
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Suppression rule “There is a decent number of more generous bookmakers”
The surebet alert will be Suppressed if there are at least x bookies within your alert bookmakers
that offer higher odds than your own odds
Default Value is 10
Suppression rule “Opponents’ odd(s) triggers more surebets”
The rule counts the surebet combinations of own odds and the surebet combinations of each
opponents = alert bookmakers odds within the surebet. Then we apply a factor X. The alert is
suppressed if my own odds trigger for example 2 surebets and one of the bookmakers’ odds I
compare with triggers 10.
Default factor is 5
Suppression rule “Opponent is way out”
Suppresses the alerts, if any “opponents'” netwin (=odd-1) is at least x % higher than the average
netwin (configured alert bookmakers)
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8

Contact us

Anytime when logged in to Ctrl it is possible for the user to get in contact with Betradar team by
clicking on the icon with the shape of a dialog box that is located in the bottom right corner, which
is the Helpdesk and appears marked in red in the screenshot below.

9

Knowledge base

This feature can be found in the Help tab and it allows the user to search for key words in order
to help with feature functionality (see below).
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News of the on-going development and the release of features will be posted in our blog:
insidectrl.com
If you have any other questions or queries regarding Ctrl, please do not hesitate to contact our
Ctrl team who will be happy to help you: in.ctrl@sportradar.com
For any questions regarding commercial matters, please contact sales@sportradar.com
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